
Cito and German Autolabs pilot intelligent voice
assistant for transport partners

Together with German Autolabs, Berlin-based start-up Cito is implementing a voice
assistant to enhance its app for courier drivers.

Berlin, May 30, 2022 – Cito, the young software transport company of Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles, announces its cooperation with German Autolabs, a specialist for voice-controlled
assistance solutions for logistics. As part of an initial pilot project, Cito's driver app will be enhanced
with an integrated voice assistant from German Autolabs. The new voice function will be tested in an
initial field test on the streets of Berlin before the end of summer 2022.

For Dr. Gregor Stock, Co-Founder and CEO of Cito, the cooperation with German Autolabs is a perfect
match: "Our goal is not only to offer our customers the best transport service but always to give our
transport partners the best tool for their everyday life. It quickly became clear to us that voice
assistants make our drivers' everyday work much easier, enabling them to process transport orders
quickly, safely and stress-free. German Autolabs is the ideal partner for us for the pilot project - they
are an absolute pioneer in the digitalization of the transport industry. The collaboration also brings us
another step closer to our goal at Cito: to develop the best Customer Journey on the market for
time-critical transport."

Cito's free driver app is aimed at transport partners and their courier drivers. Using the voice assistant,
it will be possible to accept new transport requests or clarify queries about orders without having to
operate the smartphone by hand. The drivers are thus safe on the road and at the same time remain
integrated into the digital work processes.

Holger G. Weiss, Co-Founder and CEO of German Autolabs, also sees enormous potential in the
digitalization of logistics processes: "We now encounter voice assistants everywhere in everyday life,
and logically now also in professional use cases. Our years of experience allow us to be able to make
workflows in last-mile logistics more efficient and secure. As a digital pioneer in express logistics, Cito
is the ideal partner for us to make the daily work of drivers significantly easier with our offline-capable,
intuitive voice assistance."

About German Autolabs

German Autolabs develops voice assistance products for mobile workers to increase efficiency and
quality of service through optimized workflows. Companies in the logistics, transportation and
commercial vehicle industries rely on our software, which combines machine learning, human
expertise, and easy access to complex process data. Our modular, offline-enabled technology can be
found wherever couriers, drivers, and delivery personnel are on the road: In logistics apps, on handheld
mobile devices and scanners, and even directly in vehicles from select manufacturers. To find out
more, visit germanautolabs.com.

About Cito
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https://www.germanautolabs.com/


Cito Transport Technologies GmbH is Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles' digital transport-on-demand
solution for courier services, time-critical deliveries, and the direct transport of goods. The
Berlin-based software start-up was founded in 2021 by Dr. Gregor Stock and Sage Shiromani and set
out to establish simplicity, fairness, and transparency in the transport industry. Cito aims to provide
the best customer journey in the market by bringing corporate customers and transportation partners
together quickly, easily, and efficiently. The software solution is free to use for transportation partners
and provides complete transparency across the supply chain for an optimal user experience. For more
information, visit www.cito.ai
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